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 Abstract 

The revolutionized biomedical industry has a deep connection with the 
utilization of synthetic biology, to create multi-functional, complex but mini-
malistic, non-invasive biomedical devices. These devices have created a revo-
lution in medicine to find new ways to solve a situation with minimal invasion 
and have it serve many functions while it is being used [1]. Many early devic-
es such as the first novel glucose monitor which uses principles of thermal 
emission spectroscopy to demonstrate glucose measurements with clinically 
acceptable accuracy, created an even better solution by changing one very 
like daily calibration[2]. These small but important changes have produced 
opportunities for others to solve more recent and advanced problems like us-
ing nano-electronic brain probes to overcome the mechanical mismatch be-
tween soft tissues and hard electronics. As research continues the biomedical 
industry can potentially be analyzed as the future for all medicine.  
     A current medical advancement and an emerging method utilizes mathe-

matically advanced optimization of biological circuits or bio-circuits[3]. Bioe-

lectronics have created new ways to monitor the activity of cells and tissues 

that will likely advance the medical field to monitor anything regarding the 

human body[4].  These biosensors have begun a new challenge to integrate 

different modules and create circuits that are progressively more complex. 

But the problems that synthetic biologists are facing is that each biosensor is 

rooted with simplistic and uni-functional design flaws, whereas the medical 

industry needs devices that can carry out  multiple functions and produce 

complex data analysis[5]. This problem on top of  two other undisputable 

problems; the inability to control multiple cellular processes and increasing 

problems to construct and test circuits, have created a road block for scien-

tists to advance in the bioelectronic field[6]. 
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The problem that was chosen to target is the inability to construct and test circuits. 
The construction of circuits has to be described as complex but in a simple manner; 
complex in the contents of the biosensors design but created in a simple and attain-
able procedure. 
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